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1 Submission of abstracts to the COSPAR 2021 Cross-Disciplinary 20211

Workshops2

To complement the Scientific Sessions of COSPAR 2021 (https://cospar2021.org/), there will3

be three Cross-Disciplinary Workshops. The themes of the Cross-Disciplinary Workshops are:4

• Machine Learning for Space Sciences https://cospar2021.gitlab.io/ml4ss5

• Autonomy for Future Space Science Missions https://cospar2021.gitlab.io/6

autonomy7

• Cloud Computing for Space Sciences https://cospar2021.gitlab.io/8

cloudcomputing9

The abstract submission and review process for the Cross-Disciplinary workshops is handled10

separately from that of the Scientific Sessions. Abstracts for the workshops will be reviewed11

by the workshop Technical Organizing Committees. If you are seeking to submit abstracts to the12

Scientific Sessions, go to http://cospar2021.org/abstracts.php. COSPAR delegates who13

are presenting in the COSPAR Scientific Sessions are not excluded from submitting abstracts to14

the workshops. Note: The Workshops are intended for a technical, but broad, audience. The15

goal is to share visions, insights and solutions applicable to diverse fields in space research. We16

advise potential workshop attendees to structure their presentations accordingly.17

For the Cross-Disciplinary Workshops, the electronic abstract submission site is at18

https://openreview.net/group?id=cosparhq.cnes.fr/COSPAR/2021/Workshop19

The abstract submission deadline for the workshops is Oct 31st 2020. Accepted papers will be20

notified by Nov 16th 2020.21

1.1 Format of Abstracts22

For all three workshops, we solicit short abstracts (much like the abstracts for a scientific conference23

such as COSPAR or AGU) and extended abstracts.24

1.2 Short Abstracts25

Short abstracts should be entered as plain text into the online form at https://openreview.26

net/group?id=cosparhq.cnes.fr/COSPAR/2021/Workshop, along with title and the author27

information. Short abstracts must be limited to 400 words or less.28

∗Use footnote for providing further information about author (webpage, alternative address)—not for acknowl-
edging funding agencies.

Submitted to COSPAR 2021 Cross-Disciplinary Workshop on Cloud Computing, Sydney, Australia.
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1.3 Extended Abstracts29

Together with the plain text short abstract, the submission form requires upload of a PDF file. This30

is your chance to provide additional details about the work and/or perspective. The PDF can be31

a single figure or plot, or can optionally be an extended abstract up to a maximum length of 332

pages.33

The extended abstract may include figures, tables and equations. For your convenience, the34

LATEX style file https://cospar2021.gitlab.io/cloudcomputing/img/cosparws_abs.sty35

and and source code file https://cospar2021.gitlab.io/cloudcomputing/img/cosparws_36

abs.tex are provided as templates. The PDF version of this document was rendered from these two37

source files. Choose from one of the following commands :38

• \usepackage[ml4ss]{cosparws_abs}39

• \usepackage[autonomy]{cosparws_abs}40

• \usepackage[cloudcomputing]{cosparws_abs}41

in the preamble of the tex file.42

1.4 Citations within the text43

The natbib package will be loaded for you by default. Citations may be author/year or numeric, as44

long as you maintain internal consistency.45

The documentation for natbib may be found at46

http://mirrors.ctan.org/macros/latex/contrib/natbib/natnotes.pdf47

Of note is the command \citet, which produces citations appropriate for use in inline text. For48

example,49

\citet{hasselmo} investigated\dots50

produces51

Hasselmo, et al. (1995) investigated. . .52

If you wish to load the natbib package with options, you may add the following before loading the53

cosparws_abs package:54

\PassOptionsToPackage{options}{natbib}55

If natbib clashes with another package you load, you can add the optional argument nonatbib56

when loading the style file:57

\usepackage[nonatbib]{cosparws_abs}58

1.5 Figures59

Place one line space before the figure caption and one line space after the figure. The figure caption60

should be lower case (except for first word and proper nouns); figures are numbered consecutively.61

1.6 Tables62

All tables must be centered, neat, clean and legible. The table number and title always appear before63

the table. See Table 1.64

Place one line space before the table title, one line space after the table title, and one line space after65

the table. The table title must be lower case (except for first word and proper nouns); tables are66

numbered consecutively.67

We strongly suggest the use of the booktabs package, which allows for typesetting high-quality,68

professional tables:69
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Figure 1: Sample figure caption.

Table 1: Sample table title

Part

Name Description Size (µm)

Dendrite Input terminal ∼100
Axon Output terminal ∼10
Soma Cell body up to 106

https://www.ctan.org/pkg/booktabs70

This package was used to typeset Table 1.71

2 Final instructions72

Do not change any aspects of the formatting parameters in the style files. Please note that pages73

should be numbered.74

References75

References follow the acknowledgments. Use unnumbered first-level heading for the references. Any76

choice of citation style is acceptable as long as you are consistent. Note that the Reference section77

does not count towards the three pages of content that are allowed.78

[1] Alexander, J.A. & Mozer, M.C. (1995) Template-based algorithms for connectionist rule extraction. In79

G. Tesauro, D.S. Touretzky and T.K. Leen (eds.), Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 7, pp.80

609–616. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.81

[2] Bower, J.M. & Beeman, D. (1995) The Book of GENESIS: Exploring Realistic Neural Models with the82

GEneral NEural SImulation System. New York: TELOS/Springer–Verlag.83

[3] Hasselmo, M.E., Schnell, E. & Barkai, E. (1995) Dynamics of learning and recall at excitatory recurrent84

synapses and cholinergic modulation in rat hippocampal region CA3. Journal of Neuroscience 15(7):5249-5262.85
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